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Abstract 
The large deviation principle is proved for the resealed and normalized paths of a Levy 
process taking values in a separable Banach space B, in the uniform topology of D( [0, 11, B), 
under an exponential integrability condition. Other results are obtained when this condition 
does not hold. 
Key words: Vector-valued Levy process; Large deviations; Levy process with sample paths of 
bounded variation 
1. Introduction 
Let (B, I/ . 11) be a separable Banach space. Let us recall that a B-valued stochastic 
process X = (X(t): t 2 0} is a LPvy process if 
(1) X(0) = 0. 
(2) X has independent and stationary increments, 
(3) Each sample path of X is a right-continuous B-valued function on [0, co) with 
left limit at each t > 0 (cadlag function). 
The following functional law of large numbers holds for Levy processes (for 
a proof, see Section 5). Here and throughout the paper, T will denote the interval 
CO, 11. 
Proposition 1.1. Let {X(t): t > 0) be a B-valued L&y process, and assume 
E II X(1) II -=c *. (1.1) 
Then,for every E > 0, 
lim P sup t 
i II 
X (ts) 
----SEX(l) >& = 0. 
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The purpose of the present paper is to study the large deviations associated with 
this law of large numbers. Our main result, Theorem 1.2, is a large deviation principle 
for (X(t( .))/t: t 2 0) (here ( .)E T) on the space D(T, B) of cadlag B-valued functions 
on T, endowed with the uniform norm II f’ II r*. = supse T I/ f(s) /I and with the a-algebra 
9 generated by the evaluations: 9 = ~(71,: t E T}, where n,(f) =f‘(t) forf6 D( T, B). In 
the following statement, closure (cl) and interior (int) refer to the uniform topology on 
D(T, B) and L’(T, B) is the space of B-valued Bochner integrable functions on the 
interval T endowed with the Bore1 o-algebra and Lebesgue measure; B* is the dual 
space of B. Let us remark that for each t 2 0, X(t( .)) is a D(T, B)-valued, .$?? random 
vector (that is, X(t( .))- l(A) is measurable for A ~9%)). 
Theorem 1.2. Let {X(t): t 2 0) be a B-valued LPvy process, and assume 
E exp( /II II X( 1) I/ ) < cc ,jbr every j? > 0. 
Then jbr every A E 9, 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
where ,for f‘~ D( T, B), 
if’f(t) = jig(u)du .ftir some ,~EL’(T, B)(~E T), (1,5) 
otherwise 
and i is the Cram& functional qf’p = 9(X(l)): 
P(l) = 1 exp(5) d/l jiw r E B*, 
l(x) = sup [(x-, 4) - log p(4)] for DEB. 
;tB* 
Also, for every a 2 0, { fED(T, B): A (f) _< a} is compactfor 1) llT 
We shall now describe some related results in the literature.’ Borovkov (1967, 
Theorem 13 (1)) obtained a large deviation result for {X(t( ))/t: t 2 0) for the class of 
(real-valued) compound Poisson processes, in the uniform topology, under the integ- 
rability assumption (1.2). More recently, Lynch and Sethuraman (1987) studied large 
deviations for {X(t( .))/t: t 2 0) (actually, their scheme allows for a time deformation) 
for real-valued L&y processes with sample paths of bounded variation, in the 
’ After the present paper had been submitted, a related work by A.A. Mogulskii dealing with real-valued 
L&y processes appeared (Ann. Probab. 21 (1993) 202-215). The methods of that paper as well as some of 
the questions addressed there are different from our work. 
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w*-topology on the space of functions of bounded variation on T, under the integra- 
bility condition (1.6) (it should be noted that, contrary to the presentation in Lynch 
and Sethuraman (1987) the assumption that the sample paths are of bounded 
variation is an additional hypothesis which does not follow even from (1.2); see more 
details in this regard in Section 5). For related work on large deviations for trajectories 
of random walks, see Mogulskii, 1976; Deshayes and Picard, 1979. 
Theorem 1.2 of the present paper generalizes the result in Borovkov (1967) in 
several ways, since it provides a full large deviation principle for the general B- valued 
Levy process satisfying (1.2). In Section 5 we recover the main case of the result in 
Lynch and Sethuraman (1987) and obtain an extension to the case of finite-dimen- 
sional state space B; the lower bounds are proved under the minimal integrability 
condition (1.1) and the upper bounds under (1.6). Our methods are quite different from 
those of either Borovkov (1967) or Lynch and Sethuraman (1987). 
We next describe the contents of each section. In Section 2 we obtain some general 
results on large deviations in the infinite-dimensional vector space setting. The 
framework in Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 is specifically designed for application to the space 
D(T, B), endowed with the uniform norm and the a-algebra 9. 
The large deviation rate function given by Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 is a certain Fenchel 
transform (convex conjugate). In Section 3 we identify this Fenchel transform with the 
functional A defined in Theorem 1.2, under assumption (1.2). 
Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.2. A key result is the exponential 
tightness of a suitably defined discretization of {X(t( .))/t: t 2 0). 
In Section 5 we consider large deviations under weaker integrability conditions 
than (1.2). In Theorem 5.1 we show that a weaker form of the lower bound (1.4) holds 
under (1.1). In Theorems 5.3 and 5.5 we study large deviations for Levy process with 
sample paths of bounded variation and finite-dimensional state space; as mentioned 
earlier, the upper bound is proved under the integrability condition 
E exp(p I/ X(1) 11) < us for some /Y > 0 
and the lower bound under (1.1). 
(1.6) 
We have collected in the appendix some definitions and results on vector-valued 
measures which we use in the paper. 
2. General results on upper and lower bounds 
In this section we prove that, under suitable additional conditions, large deviation 
upper and lower bounds for a sequence of random vectors follow from assumptions 
on the limiting behavior of the normalized logarithms of their Laplace transforms. In 
the finite-dimensional case, this type of result was first proved by Gartner (1977) (see 
also Ellis, 1984). In the infinite-dimensional situation, variants of this approach 
appear in de Acosta (1985, 1990) (for upper bounds), Dawson and Gartner, 1987; 
Baldi, 1988; Bryc, 1990) and Leonard (1990). Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 are formulated for 
application in the space D(T, B), endowed with the uniform topology and the 
o-algebra 9%. 
We consider upper bounds first. The following theorem is a variant of Theorem 2.1 
of de Acosta (1985). 
Theorem 2.1. Let E be u reul Hausdot$” topological rector space, and let d be 
u o-algebra of subsets of E, such that 
(1) (E, 8) is a measurable wctor space: that is, the uector spuce operations ure 
measuruhle; 
(2) $ contains the class of compact sets. 
Let F he a uector space c E * such thut.fbr ecery < E F, the mup ( ‘, (> is $-measurable. 
Let { Yn) he u sequence of E-rxzlued, b-r.l;.‘s and assume: 
(i) lim sup,,_, m (l/n) log E exp ( Y,,, <) I $(<) ,for every < E F, jbr u certain function 
Q,:F+Ru(+cn.J. 
(ii) {P’( Y,/n)] is e.xponentially tight:,fi,r ecery a > 0, there exist u compuc,t set K, and 
n, E N such that ji)r n 2 n,, 
P ( Y,,/n E Kz) I e-“U. 
Then .ftir every A E 8. 
lim sup i log P ( YJn E A ) I - inf 4 *(.u), 
n-a xtcl A 
(2.1) 
where $*(.Y) = sup,,,[(x, <) - cb(<)].ftir XEE. 
Proof. The argument is essentially the same as that in Theorem 2.1 of de Acosta 
(1985). However, some minor changes must be made in order to satisfy the measur- 
ability requirements. In the first part of the proof of Theorem 2. I of de Acosta (1985), 
we consider a compact set K c E, assume 0 < inf,,, C$ *(x) < cl_‘, and define. for (: E F, 
Then H(l) E 8, H(<) is open, and the argument in de Acosta (1985) remains valid, even 
when the range of d, includes + z. The same modifications validate the argument in 
the case 4*(u) = i*, for every SE K, thus leading to (2.1) for A = K. 
For the second part of the proof, we write for AGO 
P(Y,JnEAJ I P(Y,jnEclAnK,) + P{Y,/nEKii. 
This is meaningful, since cl A n K, is compact and hence belongs to 8. This change 
validates the argument in de Acosta (1985), leading to (2.1) for any set A ~8. 0 
The next result prepares the ground for a lower bound result, Theorem 2.4; in the 
finite-dimensional case, Ellis (1984) calls this type of convergence theorem an “ex- 
ponential law of large numbers”. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let E, &, F be as in Theorem 2.1, and assumefurthermore that F separates 
points in E. 
Let (Y,,) be a sequence of E-valued, &-r.v.‘s and assume 
(i) limn-m(l/n) log Eexp (Y,,, i;) = 4(t) exists in R and is E-Gdteaux diflerentiable 
for every r E F; that is, for every t E F there exists xy E E such that ,fbr all n E F, 
(x,‘, rl) = lim 4(i” + w) - 444) 
t-0 t 
(4 {=RK/n)) IS exponentially tight (as in Theorem 2.1). 
For <E F, define the probability measure v,$ on (E, 6) by 
dv$ = (E exp (Y,, 0)) ’ e”’ s5)d9( Y,/n). 
Then far every set A E 6 such that xc E int A, there exists b > 0 such that 
lim ebnvX(AC) = 0. 
n-z 
(2.2) 
Proof. Fix 5 E F, and let A ~8 be such that x<~int A. Since 
v;(A”) I v;(cl A” n K) + v;(K), 
where K is any compact set, in order to prove (2.2) it suffices to show: 
(1) {vfj is exponentially tight. 
(2) For any compact set K, limn-meb”v$(cl A” n K) = 0 for some b > 0. 
To prove (1) given a > 0, let b 2 (4(25) + 1) - 2(4(c) - 1) + 2~. Then setting 
vn = LZ( Y,,/n), if Kb is as in Theorem 2.1 we have for sufficiently large n 
vjj(K;)= I,b(Eexp(Y,,ir))~‘e”(‘,r)dv, 
s 
I (v,(K;))“‘(E~~~(Y,, 5))-1(Eexp(Y,,20)“2 
i 
bn 
5z exp - 1 
- n(4(5) - 1)) + k n(4(25) + 1) 
5 eena, 
proving (1). 
To prove (2), we observe that for all q E F. 
1 
4&q) = lim - log e”(‘~q)dv~ 
“-?; n s 
(2.3) 
exists and 
(a) cb&) = 4(5 + r) - $45). 
(b) If we define 4*(x) = sup,,,[ (x, q) - 4(y)] (x E E) and similarly for c$<, then 
4$(x) = 4*(x) - (CC 0 - 4(O). 
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Since C = cl A” n K is compact, by (2.3) and Theorem 2.1 we have 
lim sup 1 log ~5 (C) I - inf 4:(x). 
II-*X n XEC 
It follows that in order to prove (2), it is enough to prove: 
I= inf 4?(x) > 0. (2.4) 
XEC 
Assume to the contrary that I= 0. Since 4; is lower semicontinuous for the weak 
topology o(E, F) induced by F on E and F c E*, it follows that 4; is lower 
semicontinuous on E and since C is compact, there exists x,, EC such that 4:(x,,) = 0. 
By (b), we have then 4*(x,,) + 4(r) = (x,,, i). Therefore, for any ye E F, t > 0, we have 
(~0, c + tq) - @(i; + tul) I (-x0, 0 - 4(4) or 
Now by assumption (i), we have (xr, ye) 2 (x,, v), and hence (x;, q) = (.x0, q) for 
all rl E F. Since F separates points in E, this implies x 0 = xc. But this is a contradiction, 
since xr E int A, x0 E C and (int A) n C = 4. The proof is complete. 0 
For the following result on lower bounds we strengthen the assumptions in 
Theorem 2.2. More explicitly, the following set of hypotheses will be referred to as 
Assumption (L): 
(E, I/ II ) is a Banach space; F is a vector space c E * which separates points in E; 
E, is a closed subspace of E which separates points in F (so F can be identified with 
((IE,: [EF)) and E $ = F; 6’ is a o-algebra of subsets of E such that: 
(a) (E, 8) is a measurable vector space, 
(b) for all r E F. (. , <) is G-measurable, 
(c) )/ I/ is &-measurable. 
Let us remark that it easily follows from (a) and (c) that 6 contains the class of 
compact subsets of E. 
The following result is due to Brondsted and Rockafellar (1965). In the context of 
large deviation theory, it has been used in de Acosta (1988, Lemma 5.1). For the 
definition of domf‘ and of the subdifferential ?.f(v) see Aubin and Ekeland (1984), 
Ekeland and Temam (1976) or Rockafellar (1970). 
Lemma 2.3 (Brondsted and Rockafellar, 1965; also Aubin and Ekeland, 1984, p. 262). 
Let V he a Banuch space, f: V + R a louver semicontinuous, proper, convex jknction. 
Then,for all u ~domf; ji)r all E > 0, there exists Z;E V such that 2f(c) # 4, 
~(u--ul~ <t: und If‘(u) -,f’(tl)I < i:. 
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Theorem 2.4. Suppose that Assumption (L) is satisjied. Let {Y,,} be a sequence of 
E-valued, d-r.v’s. Assume 
(i) lim,, sI (l/n) log E exp( Y,, 5) = 4(t) exists in R and is E,-Gdteaux differenti- 
able for every 5 E F (that is, there-exists xy as in Theorem 2.2 and xy E E,). 
(ii) dom(4*) c EO. 
(iii) {,W(Kln)} p 1s ex onentially tight (as in Theorem 2.1). 
Then for every A E 6, 
lim inf 1 log P{ Y,/n EA) 2 - i;f, 4*(x). 
n-r, n 
Proof. Let A E &. Clearly it is enough to prove: if u E int A and 4*(u) < co, then 
liminfllogP{Y,/nEA} 2 -4*(u). 
n-m n 
(2.5) 
By assumption (2), u E E,. The function $J* (E, is lower semicontinuous, proper and 
convex. Choose E > 0 such that {x E E: 11 x - u /I < E} c int A. By Lemma 2.3, applied 
to V = EO, f = g5* 1 E,, there exists VE E,, such that a@*(v) # 4, 
11 u - v /I < E and [4*(u) - 4*(v)) < E. (2.6) 
Let <E&$*(V) and let U = {XE E: /I x-uI(<~,((x-v,r)l<6).ThenU~&.If 
v,$ is defined as in Theorem 2.2, we have 
P{Y,/neA} 2 P{Y,/neU} 
2 expl - n((v, 0 + 811 E exp( K, i”> v,fW) 
and therefore, by assumption (i), 
liminfIlogP{Y,lnEA]> -(v,[)-(5+~(5)+liminf~logv~(U). (2.7) 
n+n: n n+30 n 
By the duality theorem (Ekeland and Temam, 1976, Propositions 3.1 and 4.1, Chap. 1) 
and the fact that 4 is o(F, EO)-lower semicontinuous, which easily follows from 
assumption (i), we have (4* lEo)* = 4 and therefore < E 84*(v) implies v E 34(t). 
However, assumption (i) implies &#J(() = {xg} (Ekeland and Temam, 1976, Chap. 1); 
therefore, v = xt: and by Theorem 2.2. 
lim v,5(U) = 1. (2.8) 
n-a 
Since (v, i’) - 4(t) I 4*(v), we have now from (2.6) to (2.8): 
liminfAlogP{Y,/nEA}> -4*(u)-8-6 
n+m n 
However, E and 6 are arbitrary; thus (2.5) follows, completing the proof. 0 
The next result, which will be applied in Section 5, deals with lower bounds in 
a weak topology. It may be regarded as complementary to Theorem 1 in de Acosta 
(1990). Also, it contains an approximation scheme in the spirit of de Acosta et al. 
(1991), designed to obtain lower bounds under minimal moment conditions. A similar 
argument was given in (de Acosta 1988, Theorem 5.6). 
Theorem 2.5. Let E, F he II pair of’renl wctor spacv.s set in duality h)a CI hilirwur,fhrm 
( . ) which sepurate.s points in both E und F (see r.g. Horvath, 1966). Let Q hr thr 
a-algebra induced Hal F on E, und let E hr endowed uith the weuk topolo(/y a(E, F) 
induced by F. 
ii; i log E exp ( Yi”‘, <) = 4(“(t) 
exists in R,jtir each k and is Gdteuus d$terentiuhleJbr every t E F: that is,,fbr every k E N, 
erwJt < E F there e.uists a linear f&m /jkl on F such thut ,fbr all rl E F, 
d!,k)(ll) = lim ~‘k’(’ +trl) - rb’“‘(r) 
1-0 t 
(2) There exists u sequence (ub j c R such thut limk_.,, uI, = 0 und ,fhr ~11 2 E F, 
(4’“‘(t) + ukj is increu.sing. 
(3) For every set A E 8, Every s E int A, there exist u meusuruhle open set G such that 
x E G c A and k. E iV s14clz thut jbr all k 2 ko, 
>liminfllogP 
,I- 71 n I,+ x IZ 
Then ,f?w every A E 8, 
2 - inf 4*(x), 
n-,x, n xtinl A 
where 
(b(t) = lim C/I’“‘(<) ,ftir ever) 4 E F, 
h-7 
4*(x) = sup [(x, 0 - (6(t)] ,fbr every .Y E E. 
c F F 
Proof. Let AEB. It is enough to show: if r~int A and 4*(x) < ~1, then 
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Let JV” be the family of finite-dimensional subspaces of F, directed upward by 
inclusion. For each N EM, let N’ = {xe E: (x, 4) = 0 for all ire N}, and let 
ll,: E -+ E/N’ be the canonical projection. The dual of E/N’ may be identified with 
N and the transpose of llN, Us: N --f F, is the inclusion map. 
Let G be as in assumption (3). By the definition of the a(E, F) topology, there exist 
M E ~5’” and an open set U in E/M’ such that x E II, l(U) c G. Therefore, by (3) for 
kz kc,, 
1iminfllogP y”eA >liminfllogP nM(Y,c”)) E U 
n+30 n i 1 n n-r= n i n I 
(2.10) 
Let #M - (k’ #k)o II&. Then c$@ is Gateaux differentiable at each point of the finite- 
dimensional space M, and therefore differentiable, since it is an everywhere finite 
convex function (see Rockafellar, 1970, p. 244). We also have: for each q E M, 
lim inf 1 log E exp(n,( Y,‘“‘), II) = ,li_li f log E exp ( YAk), n&(q)) 
n-a, y1 
Now by Ellis (1984, Theorem 11.2), for every u E U, 
lim inf 1 log P 
i 
n”(y,‘k’) E u 2 - (4c’)*(u). 
n-p n n I 
(2.11) 
We will apply now Theorem B.3 of de Acosta (1988) to the sequence of functions 
{4,$’ + a,), defined on M. The assumptions of that theorem are easily seen to hold; in 
particular, (ii) is just assumption (2) and (iii) follows from the Gateaux differentiability 
of $$’ and convexity. By Theorem B.3 of de Acosta (1988), and taking into account the 
obvious fact that 
(4%’ + a&* = (&‘)* - (lk, 
we obtain a sequence {uk) c U such that uk + 17,,,rx and 
lim sup(4fi’)*(u,) I ~$$(n,x), where 4M = 4 0 ZIG. 
n - a 
Now (2.10)-(2.12) yield 
lim inf l log P 
n+cc II i 1 
3 E A 2 - &(U,X). n 
But 
and (2.9) follows from (2.13) and (2.14). 0 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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3. Identification of the rate function 
In Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, the large deviation bounds are expressed in terms of the 
Fenchel transform I$*, defined on E, of a certain function 4, defined on F. As will be 
seen in Section 4, in the context of general vector-valued Levy processes, we will have 
E = D(T, B), F = M(T, B*), the space of B*-valued vector measures of bounded 
variation on the Bore1 a-algebra of T (see Appendix) and, for 2 E A4( T, B*), 
q?+) = 
s 
log fi(cc(.s, l])ds, (3.1) 
T 
where b is the Laplace transform of/L = 2(X(l)) ( see Theorem 1.2). We note that 4 is 
well defined and finite under the integrability assumption (1.2) for every x E M( T, B*). 
In fact, if g(s) = SI(S, l] for SE T, then gE D(T, B) and it is easily seen that its range is 
totally bounded (see e.g. the argument in Billingsley, (1968, p. 110)). From this fact and 
(1.2) it follows that log( ji q g) is bounded. For an interpretation of 4, see Proposition 4.5. 
The following theorem gives an explicit expression for $*. In the appendix we 
briefly recall the meaning of IT (,1; d c( ) w h en both j and c( are vector valued. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that condition (1.2) holds. For ~EM(T, B*), let C$ be d@ned hq 
(3.1) and,fbr,fE D(T, B), let 
+*(.f) = zE;y$g*I [ j&W - IT logP(~W, ll,d~]~ (3.2) 
j,i(,f’(s))ds ~f.f(t)=S~.q(.s)ds,for some gEL’(T,B)(tcT), 
* (.f) = ~ 
i ’ otherwise, 
vi,here i. is the Fenchel traruffbrm af log $. 
Then q5* = A . 
Proof. (I) We first prove:J’ED(T, B), 4*(.f) < CL imply that there exists gcL’(T, B) 
such that f’(t) = j; g(s) ds(t E T). This will require several steps. 
First, by (1.2) and Theorem 3.1 of de Acosta (1985) (or, more specifically, Lemma 2.2 
of de Acosta (1985)) there exists a compact, convex, symmetric set K c B such that 
i 
exp(q,)d/l < z. (3.3) 
where qK is the Minkowski functional of K: for XE B, 
qK(x) = inf{p 2 0: XEBK ). 
We will show thatfis of q,-bounded variation; that is, there exists a positive constant 
A4 < L, such that if nEN and 0 5 to < tl < ... < t, I 1, then 
i qK(.f'ttj) -.f'ltj- 1)) I ji4. 
J=I 
(3.4) 
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For, define MEM(T, B*) by M = cJ=r tj(S,, - S,,_,), where tjEB*(j = 1,. . . , n); then 
Sr<.Lda) = C;=r (f(rj) -S(tj-I)> 5j>. For SET, a(~, 11 = CJ=r~jl~t,_,,t,)(s), and 
therefore 
log j@(s, 11) ds = ds 
= il log b(5j) ttj - tj- 1) 
5 sup 11% P(4i)l. (3.5) 
Assume now that for j = 1, . , ~1, ~j E K ‘, the polar set of K. Then for all XEB we 
have ) (x, li) 1 5 qK(x) and it follows that 
F(5j) 2 s exp(qdd~c. (3.6) 
Since j,(i da) I c$(u) + 4*(f), we have by (3.5) and (3.6) 
and the bipolar Theorem (see e.g. Horvath, 1966, p. 192) implies (3.4). 
We next show thatfis (1. II-absolutely continuous: that is, for every c > 0 there exists 
6 > 0 such that nc N, 0 I al < h, I a2 < b, 4 ... I a,, < b, < 1, Cr’! 1 (bj - aj) < 8 
imply 
ii1 IIftbj) - f(aj) I/ < 8. (3.7) 
TO prove (3.7) let vlj~~*, 11 ~j 11 I 1 and for p > 0, let <j = pqj. Then, proceeding as in 
the proof of (3.4) we have 
P i (f(bj) -f(aJ, Vlj) 5 SuPllog fi(PVj)l i (bj - aj) + 4*(f). 
j= 1 j j= 1 
NOW fi(Pqj) I l exp(p 11 x Il)p(dx) for j = 1, . . , n. Therefore, (3.8) implies 
(3.8) 
n 
1 IIf -f‘(aj)ll 5 (~~‘1 og exp(~lIxlOAW) f: (bj - aj) + ~~‘4*(1‘) 0.9) 
j= 1 s j= 1 
and (3.7) follows from (1.2) and (3.9). 
By taking c( = p5do, with p > 0, t E B*, it is easy to show that p(f(O), 5) I 4*(f), 
which impliesJ’(0) = 0. 
To prove the existence of q, we define on (T, g’, m), where a is the Bore1 o-algebra of 
T and m is Lebesgue measure, the B-valued martingale (y,, P,), where 
and cFn = g( [(,j - 1)/2”,j/2”): 1 I ,j I 2”). We will show that iq,,S converges a.s. (in the 
norm of B) and also in L’(T, B). Since 
it follows from (3.4) that sup,, Eq,(g,) < ;r_. Since (qK(gn)) is a submartingale, by 
Doob’s theorem that exists Not@ with rn(No) = 0, such that sup, qK(y,(f)) < ,x for 
t EN;. Next, since sup,, EJ (y,,, <) 1 < m (by the previous arguments) and ((y,, <>) is 
a martingale, by Doob’s theorem we have: for every 4 E B* there exists N, ~99 with 
nz(N:) = 0, such that (y,,(t), 4) converges in R for TV Ni. Let D be a bit*-dense 
countable subset of the unit ball of B*. Then it is easy to show that if C is compact, 
[.x~) c C and (.v,,, <) converges in R for each 5 ED. then there exists x EC such that 
I/ sn - x /I + 0. Since, for t $ No u IJ;,r, NC. we have q,,(t)~bK for some p > 0 (de- 
pending on r) and (q,,(t), f) converges for all <ED, we may conclude: [qn(f)j 
converges in norm to some point q(f)~ B. By Fatou’s lemma and previous arguments. 
E )I 9 I/ I lim inf,,, I E il qn :I < sx. 
To prove that E 1) y,, - 6~ 11 + 0, it is enough to prove that ( ~1,) is I/ Ii-uniformly 
integrable, that is 
lim sup EC II sz II I( ,I ch II > P)) = 0. 
P+x n 
(3.10) 
TO show this, let dj =f(i/2”) -,f’((j - 1)/2”)(j = I,. , 2”). Then c = sup, If", 1) nj 11 
< x and 
But 
~(ll~,ll~~Il6~,li >tj))= 1 II Aj II (3.12) 
Ii Z”ll.~,ll>P 
Now (3.10) follows from (3.1 l), (3.12) and the 11 IJ-absolute continuity of,/‘((3.7)). 
By the well-known arguments, we have now q,, = E[qlF,,], and it follows that for 
1 <j<liI2”. 
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and consequently, by the right continuity of j; for 0 I s < t I 1 we have 
.f’(t) -.f’(s) = 
s 
’ gdm 
s 
This completes the proof of claim (I). 
(II) We show next that if.feD(T, B) and,f’(t) = jhg(.s)ds for some ~EL’(T, B), then 
4*(f) I J, K1”(s))d ( f s o course a.e. [mJ,f’ exists and equals y; see e.g. Diestel and 
Uhl, 1977, p. 49). Let ZE M(T, B*). Then by Lemma A.4. 
s 
T C.1; dx) = .q(u)> x(u, 11) du 
and therefore. 
jT(.ida)-jTlogir(n(s,ll)ds= jr i ( Y(U), a(& 11) - log fi(x(u, 11)) du 
I 4g(u))du, 
T 
which implies 4*(f) < 1, i,(f“(u))du. 
(III) We show finally that ,fE D( T, B), ,f(t) = i6 g(s) ds(t E T) for some g 6 L’( T, B) 
imply [r ;.(f’(s))ds I 4*(j). 
Let iDk: k E N} be an increasing sequence of finite subsets of B* such that 0 E Di and 
u, Dk is w*-dense in B*, and let 
ih(X) = ;“Dp cc? 4 > - log X5)1. 
E k 
Then iwl, is convex and 11 II-Lipschitz if ck = suptEDk /I < (1, then 
I&(X) - &(L’)l 5 ch l/x - yll. 
Moreover, by (1.2) and dominated convergence, 0 I >.h(~) r n(x) for all x E B and 
consequently 
s 
7 Jr(.f’(s))ds r 
i 
;l(f”(s)) ds. 
7 
It follows that it is enough to show: for all k E N, 
We claim now that for each k E N, 
h( [. (1”) (‘!)I) = jr ~h(l”(s))ds. 2” f’ J -f 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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In fact, let { q,,j be the B-valued martingale defined in the proof of (I). Then by 
a standard convergence theorem for vector-valued martingales (see e.g. Diestel and 
Uhl, 1977, pp. 126, 130), {gn} converges as. and in L’( 7’, B) to g. Therefore, {&(q,Ji 
converges a.s. to &(g) for each k E N. But j,&( g,,): n E tVi> is uniformly integrable, as is 
easily shown. Therefore, 
lim E&(gJ = E&(g) 
,1 m+ IX> 
and this statement is precisely (3.14). 
Next, for a suitable choice of tj~D,(j = 1, ,2”), and setting 2 = 
~I” , ~j(~j:2,~ - 6, Jo 1):2”) E hil( r, B*), 
log fi(c((s, l])ds 
T 
Letting y1-+ W, (3.14) implies now (3.13) completing the proof of claim (III). 0 
The second result of this section is the compactness of the level sets of $* = A 
Proposition 3.2. Assume that condition (1.2) holds. For a 2 0, let L, = {Jo D(T, B): 
4*(,f‘) 5 a). Then L, is compact ,fbr 11 1, . 
Proof. By retracing the usual proof of the ArzeSAscoli theorem (see e.g. Billingsley, 
1968 p. 2211) the following vector-valued generalization may be easily proved. Let 
A c C(T, B) be such that 
(i) There exists a compact set H c B such that ,f(t)E H for all t E T.,~‘E A. 
(ii) limb+,, sup.ltA ~‘~(6) = 0. where ~~(6) = sup,,_, <h 11 f(t) -,f’(s) iI. 
Then cl A is compact in (C(T, B), 11 . II<,,). 
The arguments in the proof of Theorem 3.1 show that if K is as in (3.3), then for all 
t E T, ,JE L,,, we have 
q&‘(t)) I LI + log exp(q,)d/l = /i. 
1 
This proves (i) for A = L,,, with H = PK. Again by the proof of Theorem 3.1. for 
s, t, E T,,f’E L,. p > 0. 
ll,f’(t) -.f(s)l~ I (pm1 log 
1 
exp(pll.~ll)~l(d.u))(t - s) + ~-‘cI. 
This proves (ii) for A = L,. Now the conclusion follows from the generalized 
ArzelkAscoli theorem and the lower semicontinuity of +G*. ‘_: 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
We first introduce a discretization {Z,: no PV} of (X(t(. )): t 2 0} and prove the 
large deviation principle for (Z&i}. For this result we obtain the large deviation 
principle for {X(t( .))/t: t 2 0). 
For n E IV, let Z, be the D(T, B)-valued, 9-r.v. defined by 
Zn(S, 0) = X([ns], 0) = i X(j, w)l [J/n,(j+ I),&) + X(4 4 I{l:M (4.1) 
j=l 
where [ ‘1 = integer part. In order to apply the results of Section 2 to (Z,,/n}, the 
crucial property of exponential tightness must be verified. 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that condition (1.2) holds. Then {.Y(Z,/n)} is exponentially tight 
for the uniform topology on D(T, B). 
Proof. (I) We claim that it is enough to show: for every a > 0, E > 0, there exist 
a compact set H c D(T, B) and constants c > 0, n E N such that for all n 2 m, 
P{d(Z,/n, H) > E} I ce-““, (4.2) 
where Il(f; H) = inf { I/ f - g 11 oo: g E H} forf‘E D(T, B) (note that it is easily shown that 
the map d( , H) is &@-measurable for H compact). To prove this claim, we first observe 
that in (4.2) it may be assumed that c = 1 and m = 1. For, given a > 0, E > 0, choose 
Ho compact, co > 0, no E N such that for all n 2 no, 
P{d(Z,/n, H,) > E) I cOe~“@+‘). 
Let n, 2 ~1~ be such that cOee”’ I 1. Then for n 2 n, , 
P{d(Z,/n, H,) > e} I emna. 
Since for each n, _Y(Z,/n) is tight in D(T, B), as is easily seen from the definition of Z,, 
there exists a compact set HI 3 Ho such that P(Z,/~EHE} I emno for n < nl, and 
therefore P{d(Z,/n, H,) > E] < emna for all n. 
Next, given a > 0, let Ej JO and let aj > u(j~ kA) be such that 
I,;= 1 exp( - (“j - a) > s 1. Choose compact sets Hj such that for n 2 1, 
P( {d(Z,/n, Hj) > cj) i e -na~ 
and let H = n,:= 1 {S: d(J HJ I Ej). Then H is compact and for all n 2 1: 
P{Z,/n E H”} I f P (d(Z,/n, Hi) > cj) 
J=l 
‘X 
5 C eenaJ 
j= 1 
(II) We will show now that (4.3) is in fact true for (.Z,J’II). First, for A c B. ttz~ N, 
define 
H,(A)= (,/‘ED(T, B):,/‘= C .Yil,;:m,(i+1)‘,,1) + .~,,,I;l;r .YiCA, i= 1,. , 111). 
j= 1 
Then if II 2 /)I and ,J’E H,( A), we have 
For: define,/;,,(t) =,f’([~]/m)(t E T) for ,f’~ H,(A). Then ,J, E H,,,(A) and 
But ~f(,fI H,(iZ)) I Il,f-,f,, 11 ,r, and hence (4.3) holds true. 
Now let K be as in (3.3). Then H,,,(rK) is a compact set for any a > 0 and for all 
II 2 112, 
P(d(Z,,,‘n, H,,,(xK)) > I:; I P (Z&7 $ H,(xK)) 
+ P (Z,,/n E H,,(xK),d(Z,,jn, H,,,(ctK)) > i:). (4.4) 
But 
P(Z,,k $ H&K)) = P 
i 
y$xK forsome,j=l....,tz 
z P sup yn-(X(j)) > 11x 
1XJ’:fI 
(by a straightforward extension of the maximal inequality in Billingsley (1986, p. 297) 
< 4 sup c ~“z’4E expcjK(X(,j)) 
1 .’ ; 1 II 
I 4e ~~“~~~(Eexpy~(x(l)))” 
< 4e “” (4.5) 
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for IX = 4(log p + a), where /I = E expq,(X(l)). Next, by (4.3), for n 2 m, 
(again by the extension of the inequality in Billingsley (1986, p. 497)) 
I 4m sup e ~naE’4Eexp u I( X(j) // 
1 Sjb(n/m)+ 1 
5 4m e noE/4 (Eexpa /I X(l)II)‘“‘“)” 
=4mrexp{ -rr(y-+)I, (4.6) 
where T = E exp G 11 X(1) I(. Choose now o 2 8ae- ‘, and then choose m 2 (log ~)/a 
Recapitulating: for the chosen values of a and m and for any n 2 m, we have from 
(4.4)-(4.6) 
P{d(Z,/n, H,(H)) > E) i 4(1 + mz)e-“‘, 
proving (4.2). I7 
The next result is the large deviation principle for {ZJn}. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume that condition (1.2) holds. Then for every AE~, 
limsup]log P{Z,/~EA} I - .rinFA A (f), 
n-3c n 
(4.7) 
lim inf 1 log P{Z,/nE A) 2 - Jj;{, A (f), 
n-a n 
(4.8) 
where the closure and interior operations refer to the uniform topology on D(T, B) and 
A is defined by (1.5). Moreover, the level sets of A are compact for 11 IIm,. 
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Proof. We will apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 to the case when E = D(T, B) endowed 
with the uniform topology and the a-algebra 9, F = M(T, I?*) and E, = C(T, B). 
These objects satisfy the conditions of those theorems: in fact, the Smeasurability of 
( , x) for c( E M( T, B*) is proved in Corollary A.3, the facts that (E, .9) is a measurable 
vector space and 11 /I is g-measurable are straightforward, and the fact that E$ = F is 
Proposition A.l. Also, we take Y, = 2,. 
We will prove now that for every r E M( T, B*), 
lim I log Eexp (Z,, a) = 4(a), 
n-m n 
(4.9) 
where CJ~(M) = 1, logb(a(s, I])ds. For, we may write 
Z,, = i (X(j) - X(j - l))l[j/n,l] 
j=l 
and by the property of independent and stationary increments, 
E exp (Z,, x) = E exp 
and consequently 
,‘il ilogBexp(Z.,a) = lim L E logp r f, 1 
N - (Xl I1 j = , CL’ I) 
zz s log b(x(s, 11) ds, 7 
proving (4.9). 
The upper bound (4.7) follows now from (4.9) Lemma 4.1 and Theorems 2.1 and 3.1. 
To prove the lower bound (4.8), it remains to prove that 4 is E,-Gateaux differenti- 
able. We show now that the Gateaux derivative of (b at E E M( T. B*) exists and is the 
function y E C( T, B) given by 
Y(U) = 
i 
; (P(@> 11)) l 
(i’ 
.ye(x.a(‘. I) /l(dx) ds (24 E T). 
5 
For, let s(, /j E M( T, B*). Then 
lirn d@ + tP) - 4(x) = (h(s), jl(s, I] ) ds. 
I-O t i 7 
where h(s) = (c(r(s, 11)) ’ JHxe(x.“‘“.‘l’ ii( But by Lemma A.4, 
(It(s), B(s, 11 )ds = <s, dB) = (9, P>, 
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where g(u) = S:h( s )d ( s UE T). This proves the E,-Gateaux differentiability of 4 and 
the lower bound follows now from (4.9) and Theorems 2.4 and 3.1. 
The last statement of the lemma was proved in Proposition 3.2. 0 
For the final step in the proof of Theorem 1.2 we need the following inequality. 
Lemma 4.3. For every E > 0, t > 0. 
PI II X(Q’)) - -%I Ilm > E} 54(Ct3 + 1) s;y+xw >i}. 
Proof. By the property of independent and stationary increments, 
pi II X(t(.)) - Z[tl Ilm > &I 5 p 
i 
sup sup II X(k + u) - X(k) lj > E 
Osk<[tl u~[O,21 
[d 
ICP 
k=O { 
sup II X(k + u) - X(k) II > E 
ueL0.21 I 
s (Ctl + 1)P 
i 
sup II X(u) II > & 
ur[O, 21 I 
14(Ctl + lIssy2,P{ IIX(u)I/ >;}. 
In the last step we have used the easily proved extension to a B-valued Levy process of 
the maximal inequality in Billingsley (1986, p. 297). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (I) Lower bound. Clearly it is enough to prove: if A E g,f~ int A 
and A (f) < co, then 
lim~fflogP{~tA)b - A (f). (4.10) 
LetS(f,&)=(gED(T,B):IIg--fII, < E}. Choose E > 0 such that S(f, 3~) c A. Then 
(z,,]/[t]ES(J;&)} c “x(‘(.);ty Zd’m } {ygLS(l;233) >E U
and, therefore, for sufficiently large t, 
(4.11) 
where A, = P{Z,,,/[t]~s(f, E)), B, = P “x(t(‘))- Zd’m >E 
Ctl 
. 
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Let b = EX(l). By Lemma 4.3, for sufficiently large t, 
B, I 4([t] + 1) sup P 
utt0.21 i 
/) X(U) - ub 11 > y 
I 
. (4.12) 
By the property of independent increments and the fact that EX(u) = ub, we have by 
a standard inequality: for E > 0, u E [IO, 23 
E exp(cc II X(u) - ub II) I E exp(a II X(2) - 2b II) 
I E exp(2cc /I X(1) - b 11) = /? (say). (4.13) 
It follows from (4.12) and (4.13) that 
B,I4([tl+ l)flexp(-x(:)[r]). (4.14) 
Choose now a such that y = (a&/8) - ( A (f) + 1) > 0. By (4.14) and Lemma 4.2, for 
sufficiently large t 
: 5 4Ctl + l)Pexp( - YC~IX 
t 
log(A,-B,)+ =log(A,(l-;))+ 
2 log A, + log(1 - 4([t] + l)fl exp( - y[t])). 
It follows now from (4.1 l), (4.15) and Lemma 4.2 that 
(4.15) 
li~,f~logP{~ 1 ,_, in , ,} EA >limmf~logP GES(J.F) 2 - I, 
proving (4.10). 
(II) Upper bound. For completeness we prove the following lemma (a similar 
statement appears in Deuschel and Stroock (1989, p. 36)) 
Lemma 4.4. Let C be a closed set in D( T, B). Let {C,} be a decreasing sequence of 
closed sets such that (7,C, = C. Then 
Proof. Let L = limn-=(infJEcn A (f)). Since the sequence is increasing, 8 exists and 
e I infJ,c A (f). Therefore, we only have to prove the assertion when 8 < co. Let 
fn~C,, be such that A (fn) < infJ,,,, A (f) + l/n. Then for all n, fne L,, I, where 
L, = (5 A (f‘) I a). Since L, is compact for all a 2 0 by Lemma 4.2, there exist 
a subsequence { ,Jnk} andf, E Lc+ 1 such that lim k_ocfnr, = fO. Clearly_& E C and, by the 
lower semicontinuity of A , A (,fo) I 8. This implies infsEc A (f) = A (fo) = L. q 
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Next, given a > 0, by Lemma 4.1 and the fact that D(7’, B) is a Banach space we 
may choose a compact, convex symmetric set C c D(T, B) such that for all n 2 1, 
P{Z,/n $ C} I e-2na. (4.16) 
Also, given E > 0, proceeding as in the argument for the lower bound, for sufficiently 
large t and a certain constant d > 0, 
p II X(t(.)) - -%I II m 
t 
(4.17) 
where A”] = { f~ D( T, B): 
have from (4.16)-(4.18) 
Pr+eA}<(d 
u {-%,lCtl $ C>> (4.18) 
inf,,, IIf- g II I E}; therefore for sufficiently large t, we 
+ l)eeta + P $t(Cn A”]), 
1 
I 2 max{(d + l)e-‘“, P s~(Cn A”1)b . 
Ctl 
Letting t + co, we have by Lemma 4.2: 
lim+zpflogPr+ } EA I max{ -a, - inf{ A (f):f~(CnA”])~}}. 
Let 6, JO. Then (C n A’& is a decreasing sequence of compact sets with intersection 
C n A’]. Therefore by Lemma 4.4, 
lim sup A log P 
,+a: t 
Since a is arbitrary, 
5 max { - a, - inf{ A (f): f~ A”]}}. 
{ - a, - inf{ A (f):f~C n A”]}) 
lim~;p~logP~~tA~< -inf{ r\(f):fEA”]}. 
Finally, since E is arbitrary, (1.3) follows now by another application of Lemma 
4.4. 0 
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The following result, Proposition 4.5, gives an interpretation of the function 4: in 
the context of the pair of vector spaces (D(T, B), M(7’, B*)), it is the logarithm of the 
Laplace transform of X( .)(( .)E T). F or its proof, we need to recall some facts about 
infinitely divisible probability measures (p.m.) in Banach spaces (see de Acosta et al. 
(1978) or Araujo and Gine (1980)). The infinitely divisible p.m. p = 2(X(l)) (not 
necessarily satisfying (1.2)) has a LevyyKhinchine decomposition 
p = d2 * ‘/ * c, Pois v, 
where z E B, ?: is a centered Gaussian measure on B, v is a Levy measure on B and 
c, Pois v is the associated generalized Poisson measure: for [ E B*, the Fourier trans- 
form of c, Pois v is given by 
e”“, <)(c, Pois v) (dx) = exp - 1 - i (x, 0 Is,(x)) v(dx) 1 
where B, = {x E B: I/ x 11 I z} for T > 0. For a finite measure 0 on B, define 
Pois 0 = eea@) kzO $. 
Let (v 1 B,)(A) = v(B, n A) for Bore1 sets A c B. Then it is easily seen that, since v 1 B,” is 
a finite measure, we have c, Pois(v 1 B;) = Pois(l!I B:) for r 2 5. Now for Y 2 T, let 
{Y,(r): t 2 0) and {Z,(t): t 2 0) be independent Levy process with 
_5?( Y,(l)) = M = 6, * y * c, Pois(v 1 B,), z(Z,(l)) = Pois(v) I?:). 
Then 
_Y( Y,(t) + Z,(t): t 2 0) = 9(X(t): t 2 0). (4.19) 
We will make use of the following integrability property, which follows from a well- 
known fact about Gaussian measures (see e.g. Araujo and Gin& (1980) or Deuschel 
and Stroock (1989)) and from de Acosta (1980) Corollary 3.3: for all /I’ > 0, r > 0, 
s exp(B II x lI)AW < CC. (4.20) 
We next remark that if acM(T, B*), from the fact that {SI(S, 11: SE T) is totally 
bounded it easily follows that {b(cc(s, 11): SE TJ is bounded away from zero, and 
therefore @(c(), given by (3.1) exists (though possibly 4(a) = x if (1.2) does not hold). 
Proposition 4.5. Let (X(t): t 2 0) he a B-mlued LPtly process (not necessarily sati.sjjing 
(1.2)). Then ,for every t 2 0, x E M( T, B*). 
E exp(X(t( .)), cc) = exp logp(r(s, l])ds , 
where ,u = 2(X( 1)) and (.) E T. 
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Proof. (I) We first assume that condition (1.2) holds. By Lemma A.2, for each 
f~D(l, B) withf(0) = 0, each a~M(7’, B*) 
(f,da) = 
s T 
(4.21) 
By the property of independent and stationary increments, 
Eexpi X tJ -X j=l( (J (~),~(‘-l,l])=~~~exp(X(~),~~-,l]) 
= fil (p(+ 11))“’ (4.22) 
Therefore, by (4.21) and (4.22) 
log Eexp(X(t(.)), M) = lim 1ogEexp i X tJ - X 
n-r, 
j=l ( (J 
= t 
s 
logb(a(s, l])ds. 
T 
The first passage to the limit is justified by (1.2) and the dominated convergence 
theorem: if 1 cc 1 is the total variation measure associated with c( then 
and Eexp(l~l(T)lIX(t(.))ll,) < ~0 by (1.2) the maximal inequality 
P{ Ilx(e.))llx > P> s 4suP”E[O,~, P{ 11 X(u)11 > p/4}, already used in the proof of 
Lemma 4.3, and an obvious modification of (4.13). 
(II) In preparation for the general case, we show next that (without assuming (1.2)) 
that if ~&(a) = 1, logb,(a(s, l])ds for CIE M(T, B*), then 
lim &.(a) = c$(cz). (4.23) 
I+m 
For 5 E B*, let $Jt) = ,&(5) exp( - v(B,‘)). Then 
tir(i;) t i-35). (4.24) 
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To prove (4.24) let 0 < r < s, with r 2 r. Then 
Y,(t) = iL(OPois(v I K n 4) (4) 
= fir(c) exp 
[s 
(er - 1) d(v ) B,” n B,) 1 
2 MS)ev( - CvW) - v@Wl) 
and therefore $,.(r) < $,(r). Similarly, $*([) 5 p(e), and therefore 
lim G,(t) 5 b(t). (4.25) 
r+cC 
Sinceplol-l -+K,pc)t:ml, which follows from the form of their Fourier transforms, we 
have b(r) I lim inf,,, j&(t) = lim,, 31 tir([), taking into account lim,,, v(B,“) = 0. 
Now (4.24) follows from (4.25). 
Next, by monotone convergence and (4.24) (notice that {$,(%(s, 11): SE T} is 
bounded away from zero), for ~(EM(T, B*) 
s 
logIC/,(a(s, ll)dsf logb(+, IlIds. 
s 
(4.26) 
T T 
But ST log $,(a@, l])ds = ST log;,(a(s, l])ds - v(B,“), so (4.23) follows. 
(III) By (I) and (4.20) we have for all c( E M( T, B*) 
E exp ( Y&( )I, r> = exp {f4,(4) 
Taking into account (II), in order to complete the proof it remains to show that 
lim E exp ( Y,(t(. )), a) = E exp (X(t( )), CC). 
I-‘/ 
(4.27) 
We will show first that 
z((Y,(t(.)), a>)-,y((X(t(.)), Co) as r+ co. 
To prove (4.28) it is enough to show that 
(Z,(t(‘)), a> +po. 
By arguments in the proof of (I) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
Pjl<Z&(.))> a>l > &> 5 P( lIzv(~(~))llml~l(~) > &> 
ilZ,(u)/llal(T) 
and therefore it is enough to prove 
lim sup Emin(1, IlZ,(u)ll) = 0. 
r-n O<U<f 
(4.30) 
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The function h(s) = min(1, s) is subadditive and increasing on R+. By the definition of 
Pois(uv ( B:), it easily follows that for u I t, 
E min(l, II Z(4 II ) = s h( II x II ) Pois(uv I BXW 
I ~(llxll)(~vl~,“)@x). 
s 
I s min( 1, II x II ) tv(dx). Bc. 
From here (4.30) follows, and hence so do (4.29) and (4.28). Now (4.28) implies 
E exp(X(t(.)),cl) 5 lim infEexp( Y,(t( .)),cr). 
r-a, 
(4.31) 
Finally, (4.29) implies 
1 I lim inf E exp (Z,(t( .)), cc), 
r+‘x 
and since, by (4.19), Eexp(X(t( .)), a) = Eexp( Yr(t( .)), cc) E exp(Z,(t( .)), cr), it fol- 
lows that 
lim supE exp(Y,(t(.)),a) I Eexp(X(t(,)),a). 
r-m 
(4.32) 
Now (4.31) and (4.32) yield (4.27). 0 
5. Extensions under weaker integrability conditions 
The following result gives a large deviation lower bound of a weaker form for 
a B-valued Levy process under assumption (1.1). As remarked before Proposition 4.5, 
4(z) as defined by (3.1) makes sense for all c(EM(T, B*) without any moment 
condition on X(1). As before, we define 4* : D(T, B) -+ D by 
4*(f) = sup 
[S 
(1; dM) - 4(a) . ccEM(T,B’) 1 
Theorem 5.1. Let {X(t): t 2 0} be a B-valued L&y process, and assume E 11 X(1) II < co. 
Then for every A ~9, 
li;-rf:logP( r* } EA 2 - inf{4*(f):fEintAnC(T, B)}. 
The first step in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is to prove Proposition 1.1, which will be 
needed later. 
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Proof of Proposition 1.1. By simple and the well-known arguments, it follows from 
E 11 X(1) 11 < m that E /I X(t) 11 < cc for all t 2 0. Next, from the property of stationary 
increments it follows that for all rational r 2 0, EX(r) = rb, where b = EX(l) (this is 
also true for Y L 0 real, but we will not need this fact). 
By the maximal inequality previously used (for example, in the proof of Proposition 
4.5), applied to {X(t) - th: t 2 0), we have 
(5.1) 
By the property of independent increments and a well-known inequality for mean 
zero independent random vectors, we have for all r I t, r E Q, q > 0, 
P{IIX(r)-rbll >q) <iEllX(r)-rbll <iEllX([t] + l)-([t] + l)bl/. 
Now from (5.1) 
p X0(.)) (.)b 
t 
by L’ convergence in the law of large numbers for an i.i.d. sequence of B-valued r.v.‘s 
(see e.g. Hoffmann-Jorgensen, 1976). 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let A E g,fO E int A and let 6 > 0 be such that S(fO, 6) c A. We 
first prove: there exists r. > 0 such that for r 2 ro,f‘eS(fO, d/2), 
(5.2) 
where & the proof of 4.5 and 
&f(f) sup <.f; - 
aeM(T,B*) 1 
We use now the objects introduced in the proof of Proposition 4.5. From the 
assumption (1 .l) it easily follows that s 11 x I/ Pois(v) By)(dx) < ~13, and therefore 
j II .x Il(~llBE)(d x < cc. From the definition of Pois(v) B:) and an easy calculation, for ) 
every r > 0 
E/)2,(1)/1 = 
s 
IlxllPois(v(B,“)(dx)l 
s 
Ilxll(vIB,C)(dx)-+O as r--t E. 
Choose r. > 0 such that E I/ Z,(l) (1 < 6/4 for r 2 ro. Fix r 2 r,; then by Proposition 
1.1, for sufficiently large t, 
(5.3) 
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Now by (4.19), (4.20), (5.3) and Theorem 1.2, we have 
for f~ S(fO; a/2), establishing (5.2). 
Assume now that f0 Eint A n C(T, B). Let H,(N) = j, log $,.(cc(s, 11) ds, where $I is 
as in the proof of Proposition 4.5. Then by (4.26), H, r c$ as r -+ cc. The hypotheses of 
Theorem B.3 of de Acosta (1988) are satisfied: (C(T, B))* = M(T, B*) (see Proposition 
A.l), the w*-lower semicontinuity of H, follows from the C(T, B)-Gateaux differentia- 
bility of & (see the proof of Lemma 4.2), and the other assumptions are easily checked. 
Applying now Theorem B.3 of de Acosta (1988), we have: there exists a sequence 
(fn} c C(T, B) such that+_& in C(T, B) and 
lim sup HX) I 4*(&). 
n-a 
Since H,? = 4: + v (B,“), this implies 
From (5.2) and (5.4) we obtain 
(5.4) 
li;mfflog P {Tc A} 2 - 4*(fo): 
and the proof is complete. q 
In the rest of the section we will consider a special class of Levy processes with 
finite-dimensional state space B. It is well known that {X(t): t 2 0) has sample paths 
of bounded variation in each bounded interval if and only if 
y = & and 
s 
II x Ilv(dx) < 03, (5.5) 
B1 
where y and v are as in the discussion preceding Proposition 4.5 (see e.g. Gikhman and 
Skorohod (1975, p. 279)). When B = R’, large deviations in this context have been 
studied in Lynch and Sethuraman (1987) ( see the remarks preceding Theorem 5.5 
below). It is asserted in Lynch and Sethuraman (1987, pp. 610, 624) that the property 
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of having sample paths of bounded variation in each bounded interval follows from 
assumption (1.6). As mentioned in Section 1, this is not correct: for example, if the 
Levy measure v has bounded support, then p = 3(X(l)) has the integrability prop- 
erty (1.2) by Corollary 3.3 of de Acosta (1980), with no restriction on the rate of growth 
of v near 0 except for the necessary condition Se, 11 x 11’v(dx) < n3 for v to be a Levy 
measure in a finite-dimensional Banach space B. 
Let bu(T, B) be the space of functionsfgD(T, B) such thatfis of bounded variation. 
We identify hu(T, B) with M(T, B), the space of B-valued vector measures of bounded 
variation on T, in the usual manner: to f’~ hv( T, B) there corresponds CZ~ E M( T, B), 
characterized by rf([O, t]) =f(t); if 11 f (IL. is the variation offEhu(T, B) and 1~1 is the 
total variation measure associated to M E M(T, B), then 11 j”(0) 11 + 11 ,f IIf. = I “f I(T). 
Since B is finite dimensional, ho(T, B) = M(T, B) is the dual of C(T, B*) (see Proposi- 
tion A.l); the natural bilinear form is, forfEhv(T, B), .q~ C(T, B*), 
(g>f‘) = (s, dccf). 
We endow bv( T, B) with the topology a(bv( T, B), C( T, B*)) (the w*-topology); then, 
by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, the closed 11. II,,-balls of hv(T, B) are compact 
metrizable spaces with the relativized topology. 
We turn now to some measurability matters. It is easily seen that, for ,f’E hr( T, B), 
the sequence {If:, /I .f‘(j/2”) -.f’((,j - 1)/2”) II} is increasing and 
(5.6) 
It follows from (5.6) that hu(T, B) ~9. Using the properties of the w*-topology, it is 
not difficult to show that the trace of 9 on bo(T, B) coincides with the a-algebra 
induced on bv(T, B) by C(T, B*) and also with the Bore1 a-algebra g’, associated with 
the w*-topology. If (5.5) holds, then X(t(. )) is a ho(T, B)-valued, g,,,-random vector. 
In the following statement, closure (cl,,,) and interior (int,,,) refer to the w*-topology. 
Theorem 5.2. Let B be a jinite-dimensional Banach spuce, and let (X(t): t 2 0) be 
a B-valued Lktly process. Assume that (5.5) holds. For g E C(T, B*), let 
&I) = s log B(g(s))ds T 
and for f’E bv( T, B), let 
P(f) = sup 
[S 
c.4, da,) - $(.4) qtC(T.B*) T 1 
(1) Assume that the integrability condition (1.6) holds. Then for every A ESY~, 
(5.7) 
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(2) Assume that the integrability condition (1.1) holds. Then for every AEW,, 
(3) Under assumption (1.6),for every a 2 0 {fEbu(T, B): p(j) I u> is w*-compact. 
For the proof, we need the following result. 
Lemma 5.3. Assume that (1.6) and (5.5) hold. Then there exists b > 0 such that for all 
t >o, 
E exp(P II x(t) II ) I ebt. 
Proof. We refer again to the discussion preceeding Proposition 4.5. We have, for 
lEB*, t20 
Eexp(i(X(t), 5)) = eit(zl*o exp 
[S 
t (ei(x,5) - 1 - i(x, 5) Z,,(x))v(dx) 1 
=$<zo.<)exp [S t (ei(X,<) _ l)v(d ) 1 , 
where z0 = z1 - jB, xv(dx); th’ 1s makes sense because of assumption (5.5), and shows 
that there exists a probability measure Pois(tv) on B such that 
9(X(t)) = 6,,, * Pois(tv) 
(note that the notation is consistent with the meaning of Pois c when 0 if finite). By the 
well-known properties of LCvy measures (see de Acosta et al. (1978) or Araujo and 
Gin& (1980)) we have: if E, JO and D,, = v 1 Bzn, then 
a,,, * Pois(to,) +w 2(X(t)). 
Next. 
s m eBllxl’ Pois(to,)(dx) = etun@) C tk 1 e@llxli dcxk(x) k=O k! 
o, 
Se 
-tan(B) tk j eP’lxil cr,(dx))k 
= k! k=O 
(epiixl' - l)o,(dx) 1 
I 
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and it follows that 
Eexp( B )/ X(t) I/ ) I lim inf 
n+m s 
ePllx”(61,, * Pois(ra,))(dx) 
.exp[i( /,q,/ + fieiillxtl- l)v(dx))]. 
Finally, 
s 
(eP”“‘l - l)v(dx) I 
i 
II .x II Pep v(W + 
J 
eal’%(dx) < x; 
El Bi 
the first integral is finite by (5.5) and the second by (1.6) and Corollary 3.4 of de Acosta 
(1980). 3 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. (1) We first show that under assumption (1.6) { Z(X(t(. ))/t)) 
is exponentially tight. In order to do this, we prove 
Eexp(B II x(t(.)) II,.) 5 ebt. (5.9) 
For, by (5.6) monotone convergence, and Lemma 5.3, 
Eexp(p 11 X(t(.)) II,>) = lim Eexp 
n - Ix> 
< ebr. - 
Therefore, 
I exp( - t[pB - hl). (5.10) 
Since {fehv(T, B): il,f‘ll, I p} is w*-compact, (5.10) implies exponential tightness. 
(II) We next assert that under condition (5.5) only, for all r 2 0, g l C(T, B*), 
Eexp(g,X(t(.))) = exp t 
is 
logjj(g(s))ds . 
I 
(5.11) 
T 
The proof parallels step by step that of Proposition 4.5, using (5.6) and (5.9) at 
appropriate places. We omit the detailed argument. 
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(III) To prove statement (1) we apply Theorem 2.1, taking E = bu(7’, B), endowed 
with the w*-topology, 6’ = .%J,,,, F = C(7’, B*) and {X(t(.))}instead of {Y”} (the 
argument remains valid for the directed index set R’). We have already proved 
exponential tightness in step (I) above. To check assumption (i) of Theorem 2.1, we 
observe that by (5.1 l), for all gEC(T, B*), t > 0, 
flogEexp(n, X(t(.))) = &d. 
Now (5.7) follows from Theorem 2.1. 
(IV) To prove statement (2) we apply Theorem 2.5 to the same objects as 
in (III), introducing in addition { Y,(t(. ))} ( as in the discussion before 4.19) in the role 
of { Yik)} (again, the argument remains valid for t, r E R’). By Corollary 3.3 of de 
Acosta (1980) Y, (1) satisfies 
9 E C(T, B*), 
&;_(d =s TlogCL.(d4)dS 
is finite and, similarly to the differentiability of 4 in the proof of (4.8), is Gdteaux 
the integrability condition (1.2); it follows that for all 
differentiable. Obvious modifications in the proof of Proposition 4.5 show that 
assumption (2) of Theorem 2.5 is satisfied (with - v(&) instead of ak) and 
lim,, a; &(g) = J(g). Finally, assumption (3) follows from an easy modification of the 
proof of (5.2). Now (5.8) follows from Theorem 2.5. 
(V) Let L, = {fEbu(T,B): p(f) <a}. IffeL,,gEC(T,B*), llgIjrn I p, we have 
I a + logEexp(B II X(l) II) = c 
It follows that 1 xf I(T) I CD- ‘, and therefore L, is contained in {f~ bo(T, B): 
llfll,~ CD-‘>, h h’ w ic is w*-compact. Since L, is w*-closed, assertion (3) is proved. 0 
Remarks. (1) It is also possible to prove statement (1) of Theorem 5.2 by applying 
Theorem 1 of de Acosta (1990). 
(2) If assumptions (1.2) and (5.5) holds, then it is not difficult to show that Theorem 
5.2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1. We will sketch the main ideas of the 
argument. First, we observe that on /I . l/“-bounded subsets of bo (7’, B), the 
11 . II ,-topology is finer than the w*-topology (this is not true on the full space bu(T, B): 
for example, if fn(s) = II- “‘(1 - cos(ns)), then 11 fn /I m + 0 but I/ fn 11” -+ cc and 
fn + ,*O). This fact, together with statement (3) of Theorem 5.2, makes it possible to 
compare the limits in the two theorems in the proper direction. Next, under assump- 
tion (1.2), iffE bu(T, B) then 
J*(f) = 6(f). (5.12) 
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Firstly, one can show that 6*(f) < co implies f(0) = 0 and f is absolutely con- 
tinuous (AC). Secondly, for f satisfying these conditions, suitable approximations 
yield 
(5.12) follows from these expressions and integration by parts. q 
In our last result we will identify the rate function &* when B = [w, under no 
moment assumption on ,u. The interesting expression for @ was obtained by Lynch 
and Sethuraman (1987) by a different approach, under assumption (I .6). Theorem 5.2 
in the case B = 1w together with Theorem 5.5 give the result in Lynch and Sethuraman 
(1987) when there is no time deformation (see Remark (3) following Theorem 5.5); the 
lower bound is obtained under the weaker integrability condition (1.1) (actually, the 
w*-topology on hv(7’, [w) is not explicitly defined in Lynch and Sethuraman (19X7), 
and the sequential convergence on the class of increasing functions of hv( T, R) defined 
in Lynch and Sethuraman (1987) is not the w*-sequential convergence - for example, 
{ fn( l)} need not converge to { ,f(l)} according to Lynch and Sethuraman (1987)). 
Lemma 5.4. Let h be a proper convex function defined on R. Then 
(1) &+ = lim,,, h(x)/x and 8_ = lim,,, h( - x)/x exist (in R u {XI]). 
(2) For all u E R, v 2 0, w 2 0 
h(u + v - w) I h(u) + e+v + l-w. 
(3) Suppose h = supk hk, where {hk) is an increasing sequence of proper convex 
functions. Let ET) = lim,,, hk(x)/x, 8!? = lim,,, hk( - x)/x. Then (f(f)} and {l?)} are 
increasing sequences and 
sup l!“’ = e, ) sup&!’ = e_ . 
k k 
Proof. (1) Let a E R be such that h(a) < a3. For a < x < y, we have by convexity 
h(x) I ( y - x)/( y - a) h(a) + (x - a)/( y - a) h( y), and therefore 
44 - 44 I h(y) - 44 
x-a y-a 
(5.13) 
This implies that the first limit exists; applying this fact to the convex function defined 
by g(x) = h( - x), it follows that the second limit exists. 
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(2) If either h(u) = CC or h(u - w) = co, then either 8, = co or e_ = co, and there 
is nothing to prove. Suppose then that h(u) < co, h(u - w) < co. Just as in (5.13), for 
v > 0 and large x, 
Therefore, 
h(u - w + v) - h(u - w) I e+v, 
h(u - w + v) I h(u - w) + L+v, (5.14) 
and obviously (5.14) holds if v = 0. Next, by the same argument, for w 2 0, 
h(u - w) - h(u) = h”( - u + w) - h”( - U) 5 e _ w, (5.15) 
and assertion (2) follows from (5.14) and (5.15). 
(3) Obviously {/y’} is increasing and sup e k $!I I 8,. On the other hand, by 
(5.13) 
/ 
+ 
= sup h(x) - h(a) = sup sup hk(4 - 0) 
X,(1 x-a x>a k x-a 
= sup sup 
hk(x) - h(a) < sup sup hk(X) - hk(a) 
= sup e!“). 
k .X>ll x-a - k X>(I x-a k 
Similarly for {e!!‘}. 0 
For f~ bv(T, IF!), let a/ E A4(T, R) be the associated signed measure, so 
xf[O, t] =f(t)(t E 7’). Let CW~ = (cx~), + (aI), be the Lebesgue decomposition of a/ with 
respect to m, and let (IX~)~ = (ccf): - (us); be the Hahn-Jordan decomposition of (cx~)~. 
For t E T, let 
.m) = (~,MCO> tl), L’(t) = @X(CO> tl), f,-(t) = (ar)i ((IO, tl). 
Also, let e+, /_ be the (extended) non-negative numbers associated to the 
proper non-negative convex function h = ,? by Lemma 5.4, and let @ be as in 
Theorem 5.2. 
Theorem 5.5. For every f~ bv(T, R), 
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Proof. 
(V,, &), (W,, Fn) by 
where 0; = [0, l/2”] and 07 = ((j - 1)/2”, j/2n] for ,j = 2, . . . , 2”, and CFn = a( 10;: 
j= 1,. . ., 2”)). By Lemma 5.4, since V, 2 0 and W, 2 0, 
EA(Un + v, - W,) I El(U,) + !+EV, + LEW, 
= WU,,) + S+L+(l) + 8-K (1). (5.16) 
Let J= {r’E.%:logjq~)< !X) and let scC(K R) be such that 
s, logfi(g(s))ds < CD. Then g(T) c cl J and if 0 < (I < 1, then log p(ug( .)) is continu- 
ous on T. Also, by convexity, for c E R log fi(a<) I a log p(4). Now by Lemma A.2 and 
(5.16). 
= lim inf Ei(U, + V, - W,) 
n - 3c, 
I lim inf EA(CJ,,) + t+_&‘(l) + /_.f;-(1). (5.17) 
n-1 
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Let {D,: k 2 1) be an increasing sequence of finite subsets of J such that 0 E and 
(JkDk is dense in J, and let 
Ux) = ;u; [xi” - 1% P(E)I. 
E k 
Then Ak is convex and Lipschitz: if ck = suprEDr I( 1, then 
IW) - &(Y)l 5 Ck Ix - Yl. 
Moreover, by dominated convergence, 0 I A,(x) t A(x) for all x E R. Sincefa(0) = 0, for 
j= 1,. . ,2” we have by convexity 
s 22” I 2” AAfd(u))d~ (j- 1)/Z” 
and therefore 
EWJJ =; jfl +“[.(:;) -f ($31) 
I ML’(4)du. s T (5.18) 
Letting k + cc in (5.18), we obtain 
EA(U,) I A(f;(U))du. 
s T 
(5.19) 
Now by (5.17) and (5.19), and since a~(0, 1) is arbitrary, we obtain: if 
ST lOg,k( g(s))ds < co, then 
jTgdaf - IT 
logfi(g(s))ds < 
jT 
i(fd(s))ds + e+fs+(l) + C&-(l). 
Since this inequality holds trivially if 1, log fl(g(s))ds = co, we have shown: 
8*(f) 5 j 4fd(s))ds + e+f,+U) +f-K(l). (5.20) 
T 
(II). Let a = sll. Since m and CC: + cr, are mutually singular, and so are c$ and a;, 
given E > 0 there exist pairwise disjoint compact sets K,, K+, K_ included in T such 
that 
(m + 1~1, I) (K,‘) < E, cc,’ (K’,) < E, (x, (KY) < E. 
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Let 
J,“={j:DynK,#@}, J:=(j:DynK+ #@},JY ={j:D;nK_ #@}. 
Let no be such that 1/2”O < min{d(K,, K.), d(K,, K), d(K+, K_)}. Then for y1 2 no, 
the following sets are pairwise disjoint: 
UjtJzDS, IJjcJ:Dr, UjtJ:Dy. 
Define 
v; = 27;+ 
0 
$ I,:(l)I(D;) + 1 2” f 
jeJ: 
[s+ (4) -.L+ (‘+)]W:l). 
j>2 
W; = 2”f,- 6 I,,(l)I(D;)+ 1 2” f.7 i -f‘- 
(‘1 jtJ? 
[s (2.) s (‘?.‘)]W:). 
jz2 
Then 
=l~l UD; ( 1 j$JL’ 
I Icq,l(K:) < c, 
and similarly 
EjV,- V;]<E, ElW,- W;[<e. 
Let k E N, and let /y’, /ck) be the numbers associated to & by Lemma 5.4 (1). Let 
G < 8?‘, z < /‘k), and let b > 0 be such that for x > b, 
3+(X) > ox, A+( - x) > TX. 
Then for n 2 no, 
Ei,(U,) + oEV, + TE W, I E&(U,,‘) + eke + aEV; + CTF: + TE W; + me 
I E[&(U;) + &(V;)l(V; > b) + A,‘( - W;)Z( W; > b)] 
+ aE V,‘I( V; I b) + rE W;Z( W,’ < b) + (ck + G + 7)~. 
(5.21) 
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From the definitions of VA’, Vi, W,‘, the following inequality follows: 
&(U,,) + &(V;)z(V; > b) + A,( - W,‘)Z(W,’ > b) I &(U; + v,’ - w;) 
+ &@)ZK). (5.22) 
Now by (5.21) and (5.22), for n 2 no, 
E/Z,(U,) + aEVn + zE W, I E&(U, + V, - W,) 
+c~E(IU,-U,‘I+IV~-V,‘I+IW,- W;I)+&(O)E 
+aEV,‘Z(V; ~b)fzEW,‘Z(W;Ib)+(c~+o+z)~ 
<EI,(U,+V,-W,)+oEV;Z(V;Ib)+zEW;Z(W;Ih) 
+ (A,(O) + 4Ck + CJ + Z)E. (5.23) 
Next, for certain tj~ Dk, j = 1, . . . ,2”, we have 
= j-Thda, - jTWVWs, (5.24) 
where h = ~rZ(D~) + ~f~z<iZ(D~). Clearly, one may choose gEC(T, R) such that 
fThdUf - fT logPW)ds < [Tgdq - ~T~ogfi(n(s)M + E 
5 i*(f) + E. (5.25) 
By well-known arguments, a.s. [ml, 
lim U, = fd, lim V, = lim W, = 0. (5.26) 
n-rcc n+m n-m 
From the first formula in (5.26) and Fatou’s lemma, and in view of (5.18) it follows 
that 
lim E&(U,,) = 
s 
A,(fL(s))ds. 
n+m T 
The other formulas in (5.26) imply 
(5.27) 
lim EV,‘Z(Vi I b) = lim EW,‘Z(W,’ I b) = 0. (5.28) 
n+cc “+CC 
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Recalling that EV,, =fs’(l), E W, =,fvm (1) we have from (5.23) (5.25) (5.27) (5.28) 
letting n -+ z: 
J &(.lh)(S))ds + aA+ + rf;-(1) I $*(.r’) + ~(1 + &(o) + 4~8, + c + r). T
Since I; is arbitrary, the left-hand side is bounded by J*(f). Finally, letting k + z, we 
have by monotone convergence and Lemma 5.4(3), 
3,(,f,‘(s))ds + a+j;+(l) + em.f,-(l) I $*(J‘). (5.29) 
Now (5.20) and (5.29) yield the result. U 
Remark. (1) Let L + , L be as in Theorem 5.5. It is easily shown that if (1.6) is satisfied, 
then d, > 0 and /_ > 0. Moreover, t, = / _ = CE if and only if (1.2) is satisfied. 
(2) If B = R and (1.2) holds, then &*(f’) = A (1‘) for everyfchv(T, [w), where A is 
as in (1.5). For, if 6*(f) < x, then .f(O) = 0, as is easily shown; therefore 
6*(f) = co = A (f) if f’(0) # 0. If f(0) = 0 and ,f’is AC, then .L’(l) =.f;-(1) = 0, 
implying &*(j’) = A (f). Finally, if.f(O) = 0 andfis not AC, thenf;+( 1) +L-( 1) > 0; 
since, by (1) 8, = e_ = E, it follows that 6*(f) = CCI = A (.f). 
(3) Although we will not pursue this direction in technical detail, it should be 
remarked that the case of a time deformation considered in Lynch and Sethuraman 
(1987) may in principle be obtained from Theorem 5.2 and the contraction principle 
(see Deuschel and Stroock, 1989). For, define tin: hr~( T, [w) + Fu(T, [w)) by 
ticl(f‘)(s) =f(z[O, s]), where c( is fixed probability measure on T. Then 
tia(X(t( .))/t) = (X(tcc[O, .1)/t), which is the h(T, [W)-valued random vector con- 
sidered in Lynch and Sethuraman (1987). The corresponding rate function is 
inf($*(h): hi +; ‘(j’)}. A similar observation applies to the introduction of a time 
deformation in Theorem 1.2. 
Appendix 
We refer to Diestel and Uhl(1977) for basic definitions and results on vector-valued 
measures. We will sketch here the definition of the integral of a vector-valued function 
with respect to a vector-valued measure, and some of its properties (see e.g. Singer, 
1970). 
Let (T, i4?) be as in Section 3. Let B be a separable Banach space, and let M(T, B*) 
be the Banach space of (countably additive) B*-valued vector measures of bounded 
variation defined on %?, endowed with the total variation norm: that is, for 
c( E M( T, B*), 11 a /I(. = 1 c[ I( T), where 1 a 1 is the variation of z. Let S( T, B) be the vector 
space of B-valued, &?-measurable, simple functions defined on c that isfe S(T, B) if 
and only if.f= EYE 1 IA,. ir Y where {xi} c B and {Ai} is a B-measurable partition of 
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T. S(T, B) will be endowed with the norm I/f I/ m = supteT 11 f(t) 11; S(T, B) is a sub- 
space of the Banach space b(T, B) of bounded B-valued, 2?I-measurable, functions 
defined on T, with the norm 11. /I m. 
For aeM(T, B*) andfeS(T, B),f= I:=, ZAiXi, we define 
The map I, : S( T, B) + R is linear and uniformly continuous; in fact, it is easily seen 
that 
ILU)l 5 Il~lI"llfllm. (A.11 
Therefore, I, has a unique continuous extension I, to S(T, B), the closure of S(T, B) in 
b(T, B); clearly I, is linear and satisfies (A.l). For f~ S(T, B), the integral off with 
respect to c( is defined j, (f, dcr) = rE( f). 
Let us observe that D(T, B) c S(T,; the proof is an obvious modification of an 
argument in Billingsley (1968, p. 110). Therefore, j,( f, dcc) is defined for fE D(T, B). 
The following vector-valued generalization of the Riesz representation theorem 
holds (see e.g. Singer (1970, p. 193)). 
Proposition A.1 (C(T, B))* = M( T, B*). More explicitly, for each a E M(T, B*) let 
Z(cc)~(c(T, B))* be defined by 
Z(Nf) = s (A da). T 
Then Z : M( T, B*) -+ (C(T, B))* is a surjectiue isometry. 
We will now prove some auxiliary lemmas which have been used in the paper. The 
first one is an approximation result. 
Lemma A.2. Let NEM(T, l?*),f~Zl(T, B). Then 
s T 
(f(O),cw({O})) + 
Proof. For nE N, define the step functionf,: T-+ B by 
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Then it is easily verified that for all x E T, fn(x) *f(x). Now 
by dominated convergence. But 
The second formula is proved similarly. I7 
Corollary A.3. For every x E M (T, B*), the mupf‘+ IT (,L dcc) on D( T, B) is S-measur- 
able. 
The final result is an integration by parts formulas. 
Lemma A.4. Let cx E M( T, B*), JE L’( T, B) and let F(t) = iif ds(t E T). Then 
I 
(F, da) = (f(s), a(.~, I]) ds. 
T s T 
Proof. By Lemma A.2, and since F(0) = 0, 
= s T<I‘(44s> 11) ds 
by dominated convergence, since the function under the integral sign in the next to 
last expression converges to (f( .), CC(. , I]) except at countably many points. 0 
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